
Tools you will need: Valance installation
Measuring Tape Locate groove on back of
Level valance, place clip sideways
¼” Magnetic Nut Driver in groove and turn clip to
Cordless Drill lock into correct position.
Screwdriver Attach valance back to allow
Ladder/Step Stool clips to slide into headrail.

Once clips are in headrail,
slightly pull valance down-
ward until clips sit flush.

Installation Brackets
Mounting Screws Place valance return insert into slot in
Valance Clips back of return. Then slide insert with
Small Screws the attached return into adjoining slot

on the back of the valance.
Contents may include the following , depending upon the
mounting options you have chosen:
⅜” Spacer Block
Support Bracket
Metal Extension Bracket
Valance Return Brackets & Corner Inserts

Hardware you

will receive:

Operating your new Cordless 
blinds
A Wand will tilt the slats in alternate directions.

Attaching valance returns (If needed)

Valance Return Brackets & Corner Inserts
Hold Down Brackets
Cord Cleat

Hold the Installation bracket
in place. Set brackets to proper
depth in the window sill and in-

The blinds bottomrail is 
used to raise and lower the 
blinds. Simply hold the 
bottom rail and pull lower 
or lift. The blind will lock in 
position once let go. 

stall the brackets. Insert the 
screws  into the ¼” magnetic The slats must be open when raising or lowering the blind.
nut driver and mount brackets to 
the wall.

Keeping bracket flap in "UP Tilt slats almost all the way in one direction. Dust may be
position", insert the headrail easily brushed off using a feather duster or soft cloth. Turn
into the bracket by sliding it the slats in the other direction and repeat. Never immerse
in the open face of bracket. Close your blinds in water.
the flap to lock the blind securely
into place.

Installation

Care and cleaning of your blinds


